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Self-presentation, the most ancient, common, and crucial
component of ancient high culture, existed in ancient Egypt and
Nubia, and throughout the ancient Near East. Elite members of
these cultures presented their selves through language and through
art and other material expressions (e.g., Figures 1, 2). Study of this
phenomenon seeks to visualize how and why these individuals
represented themselves in art and literature, as well as how they
depicted their positions in the history of the period and their
relationships with the crown. A more thorough understanding of
their motivations will yield information about politics and various
changes in society.
The starting point of inquiry into this subject is the premise
that in ancient Egypt, Nubia, and Near East there were "selves"
and also a sense that creations of"selves" could be presented both
textually and artistically to other members of society: the media of
visual arts and literature served as important tools though which
the individual could be shown interacting with the self, deities, and
society. The defining focus of such studies should be an
examination of how and why the individual presented himself or
herself in art and literature, as well as how these presentations have
survived and been interpreted in the archaeological contexts.
Different disciplines offer the potential for a wide array of foci for
the examination of self-presentation, with topics and themes
covering cultures from many geographical areas and time periods.
An interdisciplinary and holistic approach to the topic is the
ideal means by which to examine these ancient expressions of
"selves." Various aspects of texts and monuments of the
individuals in question invite a diversity of inquiries: philological,
historical, and archaeological issues; artistic, linguistic, and literary
notions; religious and moral values; and features of selfpresentation. Philological treatment will shed light on the main
aspects of the texts, such as translation, as well as lexicographical
and orthographical features. Examination of the primary aspects
of the texts and monuments will explore elements such as dating,
history, issues of cultural memory, the role of the individual (both
within and relative to the royal sphere), and the relationship
between the individual and deities. Facets of this field all
concentrate on the meanings of "self' in the tellings of the life
stories of
ancient Egyptian, Nubian, and Near Eastern
protagonists who vary in title, reign, profession, and background.

Figure 1: Hermitage 2962 statue of Neshor named
Psamtikmenkhib, Saite Egypt (The State
Hermitage Museum, St. Petersburg}
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Such smdics will 1111covcr che dose links among monumcncalicy,
iJentity, and iJcology.
Ulcimacdy, chis new field will undenake it~ explorations

r.h rou r,h in rerdisd pl i na.1-y analyses and <:ross-cu lt11ra l wm pariso ns
ofliccramrc, arc, archaeology, and hi,cory. St1ul.y of the tcxmal an1l.
vi.su.i.l corpora of individuals will facilirncc chc analysis of the
<'llt<'tg<·nce and rise· of "sdf and "individualism" as :t historical
phenomenon. Open to examination are, moreover. cultural and
pol ir.k~l practic.es of ~ va.1·ier.y or c.u lnnes a.nd periods, indthi in r,
hnt nor limite1l to patronage ancl representations of anchnrity,
nohility, andcoyalcy. The power of texts and visual representations
co slrnpe as wdl as to reflect history cm he seen through these
analyses. Art, text, and material culture represent major
component, char cryscallize che overall sclf-pre,entations of
individuals in these cnlmres and pcri0<ls; mu improved
understanding of sdf.p1Tscnrarion of chem .:an rlu1s also .i.dvancc
similar studie$ for other cultures and periods in the ancient world.

l'igurc 2 {left): BM EA 113 statue of Paydi:jauct11awy11cirh,
Saice Egypt ( I!) chc T rnscccs of the llrirish
Museum)

